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In Foods That Heal, Dr. Bernard Jensen uses the teachings of Hippocrates and VG Rocine, as well
as his own study and theories, to provide compelling proof that what we ingest includes a
profound effect on our health and wellness and wellbeing.Part You can change the way you look
at your next food.”s information, therapeutic benefits, and nutrient info.Foods That
Heal.Component Two provides an easy-to-understand guideline to vegetables and fruit.Part 3
contains easy-to-prepare recipes using the “ Each listing in this section presents a history of use,
a purchaser’ The section contains a host of helpful troubleshooting tips: wellness cocktails for
common ailments, herbal teas, tonics, supplement- and mineral-packed food mixtures, and
detailed data on the functions foods play in the ideal efficiency of particular bodily systems,
functions, and general health. Each recipe employs the freshest & most natural ingredients –Both
those looking to improve their health and those thinking about taking an active part in
enhancing their overall wellbeing will see this publication interesting, informative, and filled
with common-sense ideas for attaining good health through proper nutrition. ingredients that
are not processed or changed by chemical preservatives, meals colorings, or additives.
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E X C E L L E N T..................This book was written in 1988 -- twenty-three years ago and counting.
The suggestions in it remains quickly examine, (and "digested"!.. This is followed by "Part One --
Pathways To Wellness", and contains essays with the subheadings: 1) Hippocrates and Jos Work
2) Rocine and His Function, and 3) My Work in medical Arts / Conclusion: Making Changes. This is
followed by Part 2, A Guide To Vegetables and fruit, and. Bernard Jensen, is a great book on the
various attribues of varied foods, and what they are able to do to create, or keep, you
healthful...well, I notice that this is among the books into which the writer and/or publishers
have graciously allowed prospective purchasers to "look inside", so I wont' go into more detail
of the table of contents, or the other excellent excerpts provided here. (But I must state that the
"Appendix A -- Food Evaluation Chart", is definitely super-useful, and almost worth the entire
price of the book, all by itself. It really is given in the Amazon excerpt -- look at it yourself, you
won't be sorry, but -- like me -- probably astonished and totally delighted!... I have deided to list
below his description of the history and attribute of "BEET", which takes only 1 page....Yet,there
are several interesting buyer suggestions which you can use to improve your daily food
diet........), and easy to put into practice..B O O K FOODS THAT HEAL by Dr....... History of Healing
Foods that Still Function Wonders+ That is still effective reading on the therapeutic uses of
fruits and vegetables...............B__E__E__T................. Jensen lists these Thereapeutic Ideals in two
columns, with nodotted lines....There are more volumnous health books around,which have
more complete information on nutrition listings............ A few of these descriptions can continue
for four web pages or more.The nutrient information continues to be useable and the main one
hundred plus delicious recipes are still tasty sounding.C. It spread from the region of the
Mediterranian to the Near East.0.. It is not known when the beet was initially introduced into the
United States, but it is known that there was one variety grown within 1806. Sugar-beets are
often yellowish-white and are cultivated extensively in this country. The backyard beet ranges
from dark purplish-red to a shiny vermillion to white, however the most popular commercial
variety is reddish colored. Beets are available in markets all 12 months. Clear display and easy
to check out. They are primarily grown in the southern United States, the Northeast, and the west
coast states. When choosing beets, do not just look at the condition of the leaves. To insure easy
on-line readability, I have used the liberty to list them in one coloumn, with dotted lines.. They
may be used to eliminate pocket acid materials in the bowel and for ailments in the gall bladder
and liver. Their vitamin A articles is quite high, so they are not only best for the eliminative
system, but also advantage the digestive and lymphatic systems.. Anything that heals can't
harm............................ Also took a long time to get here........ A bit laboring to attain and not what I
expected................. one of the best books ever written.....3........... All the recipes are good,
nevertheless, , nor contain many actions........... Whatever the solution is to that question, I myself
coating the edges of ALL my sulphite-based books, whether they are hard-back again, or trade or
mass-market paperback. I enjoy the extended information with the concentrated material and
nformation .....03 gCarbohydrates..............Thiamine.... It' s the nutritional knowledge What i'm
saying is...6 gCalcium.... This is only a ONE-TIME expenditure, dear publishers -- and it could give
your readers therefore much, whilst increasing your prestige and reputation!... everyone ought
to have this book....... Arrived bang on time............ Sadly, like too many books today, it is
imprinted on sulphite paper.51mgPhosphorous.. I wish all books were printed on archival share
-- because archival share Lasts.147Protien...........32..........92mg.....5...F O O D ---- M E D I C I N E...
It'll give the weight of the food and worth per that weight........... The print is usually huge, and
the binding -- as befits a trade-paperbak with such fantastic information -- quite great and
pliable..................Iron. If you want to look up a given food, you don't have to look it up in an index,



after that search thru a lot of text message on various pages. I guess I should have paid attention
to book description so when it was posted.... But all his fruit and veggie descriptions follow this
pattern:............. The price of both types of paper is just about the same -- but to make archival
quality paper, fresh paper-making machinery should be bought..U..........4mgsVitamin A.... Use
them to tag the ediges of this, and additional sulphite-paper books you may have.and LASTS!......
Perfect........... Great condition............07mgRiboflavin..... In the fourth hundred years, beet recipes
were recorded in England, and in 1810 the beet began to become cultivated for glucose in
France and Germany....0.... In ancient situations it was used limited to medicinal purposes--the
edible root we realize today was unknown before the Christian era.........NUTRIETS IN A SINGLE
POUND (without tops)Calorie consumption......)What is not contained in the excellent "Look Into
This Publication" excerpt, are any of the descriptions of any of the descriptive listings of the
many vegetables and fruit listed by Dr....... Apparent presentation and easy to check out This man
is a genius.........22,700 I.... Jenson in Part 2..5mgAscorbic Acid...dust!..............1..........Jensen is a
superb holistic nutrition scientist that cares about people and not companies that bleed us dry
out with gimmicks theres hardly any nutritionists i trust my favorites are norman walker paul
and patricia bragg arnold ehret ann wigmore charlotte gerson and bernard jensen those will be
the ones we trust be cautious with anyone else unless they estimate these folks!............... Beets
that stay in the ground too much time become tough and woody and will be identified by a short
neck, deep scars, or many circles of leaf marks around the top of the beet.+++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++The
dishes are detailed in another section, further back again. I myself don't really follow recipes,
preferring to use them as guides to making my very own recipes, and so I am not copying any
down hee.. (ie: seem super easy to make). Many of the receipes are accompanied by a short
introductory statement, such as "Celery adds flavour and crispness to almost any dish without
adding many calorie consumption", (Celery-Rice Curry), and "These little patties have become
gentle flavoured", (Parsnip Patties). My buddy has tumor and we are using juicing and healing
foods. Bernard Jensen, is truly an encyclopedia of meals and healing understanding that you
could hold in one hands!.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------The only thing disappointing in this book
is the paper it really is printed on.. Although not really printed on the lowest quality of sulphite
paper, (which is newsprint), to visit a book with therefore much good information in it, imprinted
on any type of sulphite paper makes me very, very unhappy. Sulphite paper, you see, gradually
degrades through the years,and finally becomes..16mgNiacin...... Just what I'd wanted for a long
time Love just how this book is organized...THERAPEUTIC VALUEBeets are wonderful for adding
needed nutrients... A new type of paper, archival share, is being used for a substantial minority
of books printed recently.......The entire story of why archival paper ought to be used in ALL
books is further complete in the informative and truly heart-breaking documentary, "SLOW
FIRES", on sale here on Amazon, and somewhere else. Somehow they don't any longer -- don't
they CARE anymore?For the time being, buy some marker-pens. In red, blue, yellowish,
turquoise, or orange.. Just like the transparent orange plastic sheets which occasionally cover
the within windows of store-fronts, applying marker to the edge of sulphite books protects them
from the sun's rays. From the 1920s to the 1970s, paper-back publication manufacturers put
protective coloured ink on the page-edges of their books. It's a PBS DVD, and I learnt of this
problem, and any details I might have on it, from this great documentary..I'm also saving up to
get a Kindle!.The book was published some two decades ago,and has the mind-set of the organic
food craze of the late 20th century.The beet has been grown because of its roots and leaves



because the third or fourth century B.. I call it my meals bible.And how they arrived to our
Western foodbaskets.This book isn't a great encyclopedia on organic foods and advanced meal
recipes..This food book should be used as a helpful lead to making wise choices concerning
disease-fighting foods and replacing processed food items from your menu. This book is
preferable to I ever thought it will be This book is preferable to I ever thought it would be... It's
not the dishes, although I am sure they are good.After an extremely first-page, ("primary page")
entitled: "Can This Publication Heal", there is a "Preface", and an "Introduction".... It gets the
simple details about ways to get your body right into a healthy state..80mg++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++PLEASE NOTE: Dr..4 gFat. masterpiece Dr.... Foods are alphabetized and the one thing that
sticks out with this book is that it doesn't give a food's worth, stating "large peach," etc... What i
enjoyed most about the reserve is certainly that of the little known history about the natural
foods.... Once again he mentions this subject in many books. I enjoy the extended info with the
concentrated material and nformation on why these foods are healingand how to utilize them..
Their peak season is May through October.In sum, "Foods That Heal" by Dr. This book makes it
simple to know how to proceed. I am using it to lose weight and get healthy... Wife loves it.
Would not recommend.... Three Stars Good reserve although it's a mature book Five Stars Perfect
thanks Five Stars great Four Stars Great information in this book..
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